
Research-oriented internships, Software Security, 4-6 months, CEA Paris-Saclay, France
Code-level Cybersecurity & Program Analysis: Vulnerabilities, Veri�cation, Reverse

Keywords: software security, vulnerabilities, reverse & deobfuscation,
program analysis, formal methods

The BINary-level SECurity research group (BINSEC) at CEA List has several open internship positions at the
crossroad of software security, program analysis and formal methods, to begin as soon as possible at Paris-Saclay, France.
Positions are 4-6 month long and can open the way to a doctoral work. All these positions are articulated around the
BINSEC open-source platform (https://binsec.github.io), which aims at providing automatic tools for low-level security
analysis by adapting software veri�cation methods initially developed for safety-critical systems.

Topic Security, Logic and Veri�cation, Program Analysis
Host Commissariat à l'Énergie Atomique, Software Security Laboratory
Place Paris-Saclay, France
Team Binary-level security analysis
Advisor(s) Sébastien Bardin, Matthieu Lemerre, Michaël Marcozzi ( first.name@cea.fr )

Context. Several major classes of security analyses have to be performed on machine code, such as vulnerability analysis
of mobile code or third-party components, deobfuscation or malware inspection. These analyses are very challenging, yet
still relatively poorly tooled. Our long-term goal is to leverage recent advances in software veri�cation, security analysis
and arti�cial intelligence in order to propose e�cient semantic tools for low-level security investigations.

Current topics. We propose several research directions, each one aiming at extending some recent work published in
top tiers venue

• Vulnerability detection at scale [1, 3], with combination of cutting edges techniques such as symbolic execution,
fuzzing and static analysis � the challenge here is to design e�ective combinations enjoying both precision and
scalability for di�erent classes of vulnerabilities;

• Binary-level formal veri�cation of crypto-primitives [2,4] or microkernels [6], with combination of abstract interpre-
tation and symbolic execution � the challenge here is to handle advanced security properties such as non-interference,
as well as low-level micro-architectural behaviours such as speculation;

• Advanced reverse and certi�ed decompilation, through the combination of program analysis and arti�cial intelligence
[5, 7, 8], with the ultimate goal of recovering legitimate high-level code equivalent to the original executable �le.

More details on the topics will be happily provided! The list is not exhaustive, ask us if you have some project in mind.

All positions include theoretical research as well as prototyping (preferably in OCaml) and experimental evaluation.
Results will be integrated in the open-source BINSEC platform.

Host. The BINary-level SECurity research group (BINSEC) of CEA List is a leading group in formal methods for
low-level security, with regular publications in top-tier venues in security, formal methods and software engineering. We
work in close collaboration with other French and international research teams, industrial partners and national agencies.
CEA List is located in Campus Paris Saclay.

Requirements. We welcome curious and enthusiastic students with a solid background in Computer Science, both
theoretical and practical. A good knowledge of functional programming (OCaml) is appreciated. Some experience in
veri�cation, security, logic or compilation would be great.

Application. Applicants should send an e-mail to Sébastien Bardin ( sebastien.bardin@cea.fr ) � including CV and
motivation letter. Deadline: as soon as possible (�rst come, �rst served). Contact us for more information.
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